
SPM 2007 ENGLISH PAPER 1 CONTINUOUS WRITING ABOUT DREAM

Paper 1. Section B: Continuous Writing. [50 marks]. [Time suggested: One hour] 3 There are many things to do after
your SPM examination. 1 Describe an embarrassing experience in your life. 2 'Teenagers today 1 My Dream Car.

Describe an embarrassing experience in your life. Sighing in disappointment, I wonder what is on her mind.
As a child, Reuben grew up helping his mother care for his other four siblings while his mother works hard to
earn a living for five of them. All three sons got married in due time and lived with grandpa and grandma in a
double storey house my dad bought soon after becoming the managing director of a local telco. Most of all,
Reuben is an exceptional leader that inspires others. Support your opinion. Grandpa and grandma, who were
both illiterate, made sure that their sons got the education they deserved so that their lives would be different.
Ever since then, she has taught in secondary schools for 15 years. Yet we are happy, unlike many young
couples these days who split even before the honeymoon is over! The story sounds like one that is full of
suspense so make sure your story has a tone of suspense, thrill or humour to it. Thus, I choose narrative essay.
He affirmed that he would not have wanted it any other way. Slowly the disease took its toll. At the end of
every chapter, there is a variety of exercises to test the concepts and theories the students have learned. People
often mention his name with a smile on their faces, remembering his genuine care and concern for the people
around him. Get Essay Moreover , I can follow up their disease , encourage them to keep good habits for
health and know the time to increase or decrease drugs. First of all , doctor is a helpful job. In conlusion ,
doctor is a helpful , respected job and it is my dream. At first, she forgot the little things â€” what she was
doing, where she had put her glasses etc. We knew the winner would surely be Reuben, our group leader.
These tips will help students to identify common errors made in examination and how they can better tackle a
question. She babysat me when my mum went to work. Remarks: Most of us would have many embarrassing
experiences in our life, but choose one particular experience that you think would appeal to your reader and
will be fun to read about. If you were given a chance to be anybody, who would you want to be and why?
Here is a sample essay based on one of the above topics: My grandmother. Later in this blog I will be
discussing on ways to earn high marks for your Continuous Writing. How can television help students in their
studies? He is well known among his friends to be a man of calibre and very responsible in all the tasks he is
given. Comments: You can approach this one-word question in many different ways. At the camp, one of your
friends was chosen as the best group leader. Use the notes below to write your letter. You are given 45
minutes to answer this section. When writing the talk, you should remember: -to use an appropriate greeting
and closing -to state the purpose of the talk -to use all the notes given -to give two other reasons of your own
-that the talk is for school students Suggested answers Good morning, teachers and my fellow students. In this
blog I will be discussing on Continuous Writing and giving emphasis on narrative essay.


